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Recurve 100

Choosing the Right Fletching
By Jennifer Furrow-Fonua

Fletching by definition is the feathers or vanes on an
arrow shaft that guide and stabilize the arrow in flight.
The arrow needs just enough feather or vane surface to
stabilize the weight of the arrow. This stabilization is
accomplished by the air resistance to the fletching as
the arrow moves toward the target. Some resistance is
necessary, but excess surface weight acts as drag, and
slows down the arrow.
When choosing whether you will shoot feathers or
vanes, remember that the choice is based on personal
preference; the type of fletching you choose will
depend on the environment that you are shooting in.
The main factors that need to be considered are
whether you are indoors or outdoors, or whether you
will be shooting long or short distances. The nation's
top archers use both feathers and vanes. The decision
to shoot either depends on the conditions.
Feathers are very common for indoor, close distances.
They are also very inexpensive and easy to use and can
last a long time. They are available in either left or right winged options. The only difference in the two is the
direction it forces the arrow to spin as the arrow travels toward the target. Many archers think this means
that left handed shooters should shoot left winged feathers and right handed shooters should shoot right
winged feathers. This notion is incorrect.
Studies have shown that an arrow does not begin to spin until the fletching has completely cleared the rest
and the bow. So it doesn't matter if you use right or left winged fletching, but it does matter that you stay
consistent. Make sure that all your arrows have the same type of feather on them. If you mix the fletching
types, your arrows will group inconsistently. Some advantages of feathers are that they are lighter than
vanes, and they are more forgiving. They also provide maximum stabilization.
The disadvantages would be that they require special storage, they are noisier than vanes and they are not
very functional when wet. Because of these characteristics, most shooters choose to shoot feathers indoors.
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Some of the advantages of shooting with vanes are that they are durable, quiet, waterproof
and less expensive. One of the disadvantages is that they are heavier than feathers. Because
of their weatherproof and durable nature, vanes have become the most popular type of
fletching for hunting and any outdoor shooting. Most arrows have three fletch, the two
outer edges of which align vertically with the bow's sight window and string when the
arrow is properly nocked, and a cock feather or vane which sits at a right angle to the sight
window.

Helical
Clamp
Arrows can be fletched straight, offset (diagonal) or helical. All of these types of fletching
have worked for both hunters and target shooters at some time. Straight fletching is affixed
parallel to the shaft, and is often the quickest way to fletch an arrow Offset is usually offset
two or three degrees either to the right or the left, while the fletch still remains straight with
itself.
This is a slower way to fletch arrows, and is unstable on hunting arrows. Helical is also
offset two or three degrees, and has a slight twist to the fletching. This twist, or helical,
promotes the spin on the arrow that will stabilize the arrow. In order to achieve this
"helical" design, you usually have to purchase a special clamp. This is the best choice if you
are using broadheads, because the increased rotation will stabilize the weight of the
broadhead.

Straight
Clamp slight
offset
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The fletching size depends on the weight and length of your arrow shaft. The lighter the
arrow weight, the less the arrow needs to be stabilized.
Therefore you can get away with a smaller vane and still get the stabilization you need. The
heavier the arrow is and especially in the point weight, the larger the vanes will need to be.
It is important to match the correct vane size, otherwise you will either not properly
stabilize your arrow (if you had too small of a vane) or you can create excess drag (if the
vane is too large). If you are not sure, you can always consult your local pro shop.
Remember that once you have decided on the type of fletching and the fletching
configuration, stay consistent. As long as you are consistent, and your arrows are grouping,
any of these styles will work for you. Also remember that you need to feel comfortable and
confident in your choice. in the end, it depends on your personal style and preference.

Straight
Clamp - no
offset
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Hunting

Foot Hunting Basics
By Chuck Adams

A versatile bowhunter must master the basics of hunting on foot. It is true
that most archers perch in tree stands to ambush whitetail deer or black
bear, or hunker in ground blinds near waterholes to waylay pronghorn
antelope. However, the other 24 commonly hunted varieties of North
American big game are almost always stalked or still-hunted at ground level.
If you wish to be effective on mule deer, elk, caribou, moose, wild sheep,
an most other archery animals, you absolutely have to sneak up on these
critters.
Even commonly stand-hunted animals like whitetails and pronghorns
sometimes require a ground-level approach.
Take for example a friend of mine who patterned a large Illinois whitetail
buck just last year. The big deer was living deep in an unharvested
cornfield, and refused to wander within bow range of trees. So my pal
waited for a very windy day, slipped along the field edge with rustling corn
covering his own noise, and nailed the deer as it nibbled on kernels 15 yards
inside the crop.
Another acquaintance of mine traveled West a couple of years ago for
pronghorn antelope. His outfitter had waterhole blinds galore, but nothing
could prevent the five-day rainstorm that hit he first day of the bowhunt. Pronghorns almost never visit
waterholes when grass is wet and small puddles abound. So my experience buddy located a section of rough
and broken antelope terrain, slipped around like a hunting cat, and eventually stalked within 35 yards of a
record-book pronghorn. One pinpoint shot put the black-horned beauty down for good.
1. Don't Let Yourself Be Seen.
Every game animal has a three-pronged survival system--eyes, ears, and nose. Since a foot hunter is actively
moving, getting within 30, 40, or even 50 yards of aninal eyes is seldom easy.
Good foot hunters match camouflage to habitat. In the deep, dark woods typical of elk and early-season deer
habitat, they wear relatively dark camo like World War II, Vietnam, or Realtree All-Purpose Brown. In more
typical sagebrush, yellow grass, or scattered scrub, they select lighter camo like Advantage, Realtree X-tra
Grey or Realtree Wetlands. In genuine desert country, wise archers wear U.S. Military Desert Camo, ASAT
Browm or another specialized arid-terrain pattern. In the snow, good bowhunters don white-and-gray or
white-and-brown clothing head-to-toe. In so doing, these hunters blend well with habitat.
Commercial camo alone cannot fool an animal's eyes. Every bit as important are manipulation of sunlight and
shadow, and sophisticated use of foliage and terrain.
A successful foot hunter is like a housecat hunting birds. This archer surveys the countryside ahead, and
slips along in the deepest shadows. When possible, he moves with a low morning or evening sun behind him,
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which helps to dazzle animal eyes. The archer who walks through open sunlight or sneaks toward a low sun
will stand out like a yellow D-8 Caterpillar crossing a field. Keen-eyed game like elk, mule deer, and antelope
never stand for such nonsense.
The good foot hunter also uses terrain with expert ease. He never cruises high ridgelines when he can lurk in
draws, ravines, and other low-lying areas. He never walks in front of bushes or trees when he can tiptoe
behind them. When given a choice, he always places solid rock or dirt between himself and animals, rather
than relying on thin screens of grass or brush.
A truly savvy bowhunter knows that camouflage clothing and technique must be combined to fool animal
eyes. He also knows that if he can see the average game animal's eye, the critter's 270degree field of vision is
likely to see him too.

2 . Fooling Animal Ears
Foot hunting requires relatively silent movement. The sneakiest
bowhunters wear softsoled boots-neoprene or gum rubber, never hard
Vibram-and deliberately select solid rock, debris-free dirt, short green
grass and other quiet surfaces to walk across. They never trudge
through brush piles, leaves and other impossibly noisy footing if they
can't find silent terrain, they back away and try another area.
Soft-surfaced clothing is also a must for quiet ground hunting. Loosely
woven wool-fleece, Worsterlon and cotton flannel are superior to
hard-weave nylon, 60/40 poly-cotton canvas or stiff rubberized
raingear. If a particular fabric audibly scrapes when you drag your
fingernails across it, find a quieter garment!
The best foot hunters capitalize on natural noise to cover their own.
Like my whitetail-hunting friend from Illinois, they love to sneak
around in the high wind because it drowns out little sounds. Steady, gentle rainfall offers great sound cover.
And the noise made by critters themselves as they fight, play, or eat can also help archers move close. It is
ten times more difficult to approach a bedded buck or bull than the same animal chewing grass or leaves early
and late in the day.
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3.Scent Control 101
An animal's nose is its most trusted and
keenest sense. For example, a deer, bear,
caribou or wild sheep will sometimes see
movement or hear suspicious noise and linger a
few seconds to gawk. if the same animal smells
you, the critter will leave. No ifs, ands, or
buts!
Sitting in a stand allows the effective use of
commercial scent eliminators like Scent Shield
spray, odor-masking concoctions like natural
earth and red fox urine, and specialized clothing
barriers like Scent-Lok and Scent-Blocker suits. But active spot-and-stalk hunting or sneaking blindly through
semi-thick terrain raises a sweat and cancels the best scentpurging precautions. In foot-hunting situations, I'm
convinced that controlling wind direction is the only way to guard against being smelled.
Bowhunters on foot must constantly monitor wind direction with commercial aids like a talcum squeeze
bottle or the flame of a butane cigarette lighter. More importantly, they must learn to predict breeze direction
so they know where and how to move.
For example, in most mountainous elk terrain, morning and evening winds move strongly downhill. During
midday, these "thermal" currents heat up and switch to an uphill direction. The best elk hunters hike uphill
near dawn and dusk, move downhill during midday, and leave the woods when mid-morning and mid-after
noon breezes become unpredictable and confused.
The best foot hunters move with the breeze squarely in their face or crossing at an angle. if the wind fans the
back of the archer's neck-even once-every animal within 300 to 400 yards will probably come unglued. Do
not under-rate an animal's ability to smell.
4. Using Multiple Speeds
Movement speed can make or break a foot hunt. Most of the time, the average beginner moves too slowly, in
dense foliage, where you cannot see animals ahead, you must certainly ease along. Take a step, wait and look,
then take another step.
But in most hunting situations, you can sit high or move and look at a distance. This lets you spot animals
several hundred yards away, and then plan stalks. In such cases, you should cover initial ground at a fast
walk or even a trot. Only slow to a snail's pace inside 100 or 200 yards. Otherwise, the target critter might be
apt to feed or walk away and disappear before you arrive.
The best foot hunters have multiple speeds, and use all of these at appropriate times.
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Compound 100

A Little Serving Service
By Drew Wilcox

Start by removing the current nock set, using
nocking pliers.

Probably the most common reoccurring repair
that your bow will require is the re-serving of
the bowstring's center serving. Although the
folks at your local pro shop are always more
than happy to help, and are always ready to
provide whatever service that is required to
keep you in the game, it's a real bummer when
you have to quit early and come in from the
hunting field, or drop out of a tournament over
a relatively simple repair. Center servings can
become damaged for any number of reasons, a
sharp edge on a nock or release, contact with
your arm or clothing as the bow is shot, a
sneak attack from a string eating bush or
branch or, on occasi . on, they manage to live a
full life and just flat out get worn out. What
ever the reason, all of us have, or will, find
ourselves in the middle of a shooting event,
looking at that tangled mass around the middle
of the string that resembles a slinky that has
been over slunk, knowing that we cannot
continue without repair.

In this installment of Compound 100, we're going to go over one of the simple, but important jobs, that if
you master will make you more self sufficient when it counts ... in the field.
Before we get started, and I know I say this a lot, but it's important. If you have any questions, or if you're
not comfortable working on your own equipment, see the folks at your local Pro Shop.
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Most archers take for granted that the bow
string and cables are the one part of their bow
that harnesses all the power that propels their
arrows 250 to 300 feet per second to the
target. If that energy gets loose while you're
working on the string, there is a chance that
you may damage your bow, or worse yet,
cause injury to yourself. Well ... now that we
have the scary stuff out of the way let's go
ahead and get this show on the road.
Replacing the center serving is actually a
relatively simple procedure, though to most it
may seem awkward at first, with a little
practice, it becomes quite easy To replace your
center serving you will need the following: a
serving tool, a spool of center serving, a decent
knife, a string spreader, a string/cable separator
and a pair of nock pliers.
Now, remove the old serving material. BE
CAREFUL!
Start by removing the nock set. (The smart
archer will have written down the nocking
point measurement in a notebook as soon as
he/she had finished tuning their bow.) Now,
remove the old serving material. if the serving
is completely broken it will be easy to just
continue to unravel it. If the serving is only
partially broken, or is simply separating it will
be necessary to cut it loose. BE CAREFUL! If
you cut even just a little bit of something other
than serving material your string is done.
STRING MATERIAL AND SHARP
THINGS DO NOT MIX!

Use a string spreader to split the string and insert
the end of the serving through the string.

Now that you have the serving off, inspect the
strand of the bowstring to insure that none of
them were damaged when the serving gave up.
When reserving a string it's easy to see where
to start and stop, the previous serving will
have left behind some pretty obvious marks or
patterns. When practical, I like to remove the
bow's cable guard to get it out of the way.
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Start by splitting the string with the string
spreader. (Some more common household tools
may be used, but I really recommend a tool
specifically designed for the job.) Run 6 or 8
inches of serving material from the tool,
through the opening created by the spreader.
Remove the spreader and pull the serving
material through the string until the tool snugs
up against the bowstring.
After separating the string from the cables, to
give yourself room to work, guide the loose
end, or .tail" of the serving material down the
bowstring, in the direction that you are going
to serve, with your free hand. Begin rotating
the serving tool around the bowstring, over the
tail. After covering about three inches of the
tail, pull it back out of the way and continue
on until you're about 1/4 of an inch away from
your ending point.
After covering about three inches, pull the string
back out of the way and continue to serve the string.
Here we start what's known as the "back
serve". Draw off enough material as to make a loop big enough for the serving tool to pass through. Place the
tool back on the string 2 or 3 inches ahead of the point that you stopped at.

Now, begin serving inside the loop you created
back towards the rest of the already served
area. You only need to do about 20 to 25
revolutions inside the loop. O.K., now keep
tension on your loop and pull the tool out,
creating a second tale that passes back over the
served area. Now we begin feeding the back
serve onto the end of the serving. Simply
rotate the loop, transferring material from the
end of the back serve to the head of the
serving, over the second tail. Now you should
have a loop at the end of the serving, simply
grab the second tail and gently pull the loop
through the serving until it snugs up tight.

Begin the "back serve" by drawing off enough
material to make a loop big enough for the serving
tool to pass through and serve back inside.
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Well, you've just finished serving your
bowstring. All that's left to do is trim off the
excess material at the tails. Some archers trim
them flush, others like to leave a little poking
out and then melt them down with a lighter to
fuse the knot. if you choose the latter
BE CAREFUL! FIRE AND BOWSTRINGS
DO NOT MIX.
Well, that's all I have for you this time, good
luck. If you've never served a string before I'd
strongly recommend practicing on an old string
first. Just stretch it out between a couple of
nails and play with it a bit. Don't forget, if you
need help, or have any questions, just stop in
to see the folks at your local shop.
See 'ya on the shooting line!
Manufacturers of related products
Saunders Archery

After you get a loop at the end of your serving,
simply grab the second tail and gently pull the loop
through the serving until it is tight.
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Equipment Review

Zebra Strings
By John Dudley

For the past few years the fastest growing innovation
in the industry is onecam bows. They are now
dominating the Pro 3-D circuit. On the majority of
those bows are a bicolored bowstring made by Zebra.
Zebra strings is a division of Mathews, Inc., and
officially started in the spring of 1993. Matt
McPherson and General Manager, Joel Maxfield,
were the original people behind Zebra. The goal for
Zebra was to design a quality bow string with little
stretch and no peep rotation. With Matt and Joel
John Dudley
both being avid bowhunters, they both agreed there
was a need to eliminate a peep aligner. This was done by making a dual bundle string. Now patented by Matt
McPhearson.
The patented dual bundle system is what makes the strings so superior. The first bundle has "Z" twist
strands, which are strands that are woven in a counter clockwise fashion. The second bundle consists of the
"S" twist strands, which are the conventional strands woven clockwise. Each bundle is made with either 9 or
11 strands and then are twisted together. These separate bundles then oppose one another to form a balance
eliminating string rotation.

Zebra strings are usually made with either 18
or 22 strands of a high tenacity spectra. Zebra
also offers a Tiger string. The Tiger string is
made with the same dual bundle system, but is
constructed with a quality 450 premium fiber.
This will offer less stretch to the shooters.
The Zebra strings are all offered in nine
different color combinations. These strings can
be used on any bow, one-cam or dual cam.
Zebra also makes cables for any bow with the
"ZS" twist. Strings can be ordered with either
mono or fast flight center servings. Any pro
shop can purchase strings directly from Zebra.

Zebra's "ZS" Twist Strand

Personally, I have been experimenting with Zebra products for over two years and I am very pleased with
the performance.
Zebra strings tend to be a little faster than conventional strings I used to build myself. One pointer I can give
to a first time user is to make sure there are the same color strands on each side of the peep. Don't mix
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strands. For example, don't have two black strands and 7 blue strand on one side and seven blacks and two
blue strands on the other.
wish you the best in your shooting.
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Compound 200

Using the off-season to cure Panic through Relaxation
By John Dudley

One year ago I was a totally different shooter.
I went through the whole season battling target
panic. I could shoot great at home, but couldn't
get it together at shoots. Now, I watch people
shoot and I realize it's a pretty common
problem. People can shoot great groups on the
practice butts or phenomenal scores on the
practice range, but can't get a good score on the
board. Believe me, that can change really fast.
Before you read any further ask yourself, "Am
I satisfied with my shooting?" If so, you won't
John Dudley, APA Rookie of the Year.
need to continue with this article. If not, you
have just taken another step to being a better archer. Keeping your mind open, and being willing to try new
techniques is the only way you are going to improve as a shooter. I have spent time with numerous coaches,
and each one of them had something I could use in archery. What I am about to share is what I did last year
to cure my target panic. These techniques helped me in winning the I.B.O. & N.A.B.H. National
Manufacturers championships as well as the APA Rookie of the Year title.
First we need to define target panic. According to Webster's Dictionary, panic is sudden terror, often
unreasoning or uncontrollable fright. Sounds pretty scary huh? And to make it worse there isn't just one form
of panic. It can rear its ugly head in numerous forms. I believe that target panic is just a form of anxiety. In
my college psychology class I learned that anxiety is a distress of the mind or uneasiness. With the right
counseling it can be cured.
My anxiety last year was at its worst when I was aiming on a McKenzie, or shall I say "not" aiming on a
McKenzie. During shoots I would constantly find myself freezing under the 10 ring, punching the trigger in
pressure situations or lifting and punching simultaneously. Finally one day Sonny Chappell said, "Kidd,
your form is looking terrible, you need to do something about it." Until then, I hadn't realized what kind of a
problem I had gotten into. I had to learn a few things to help me take the next step in shooting.
I started with learning a new way to use a release. That began when Randy Ulmer introduced me to the
Carter Revenger. Back tension releases are excellent training aids. With that release I learned to aim and relax.
Most articles that I had read about back tension had given me a false impression on how it worked. Some
articles talked about pulling through the shot. I tried this method and had no luck. As I tried pulling with my
back, my bow arm would move all over the place and my muscles would become tense. However, the
RELAX method I tried enabled me to aim with very minimal movement.
I assume you halfway understand that a back tension release works off a rotating head. The release will need
to be set with minimal travel for this technique. Once mastered, the release should be set so the shot can be
fired within nine seconds. Start out by loading the release on the string. Lay your thumb on the pointer
finger. These two fingers will be used to draw the bow back. Once drawn, find an anchor that is comfortable.
At first, shoot at a bale up close (about 3 yards) with your eyes closed. The reason for closing the eyes is to
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focus on what's moving, and put it to memory.
At full draw I have tension in my back as well as my arms. Once anchored and settled, relax the bow arm
from the elbow forward. Make sure the hand is relaxed and comfortable. Make sure to hold pressure against
the back wall of the bow. Now begin to relax the release hand. Mainly the pointer finger and thumb. This will
cause the release to rotate around the middle finger and fire. The result will be a perfectly executed shot. If
done properly your release hand will follow through back away from the body. Once drawn and anchored,
this process should take anywhere up to about nine seconds. The good thing about this technique is the
release is hard to fire if you're tense. It will teach you not to force the shot, and let down. That will assist in
relaxing during a tournament.
Relaxation will ease the mind. Remember as the release hand relaxes maintain good tension in the back
muscles. The relaxation mainly occurs from the elbows down to the fingers in both arms. It may take some
time to learn this technique. just take your time. It's the off season remember!

After you get the general feel you can open your eyes
and begin focusing on the bale. Then you have to
move on to aiming.
I've found that blank bale shooting doesn't cure target
panic. If you have target panic, you are afraid of the
target, not a blank bale. Once you have a 3-D target,
take a marker and color the lines for the 10 ring on one
side of the target. This will help in two ways.
1) It will give an area in which to aim.
Once Anchored and settled, relax the bow arm
from the elbow forward.
2) It will aid in memorizing where the kill is located.
Begin this routine at 20 yards, no further. Draw back, settle in, get the pin in the center of the 10 ring, aim
and relax. If the panic is bad you will probably flinch a few times, or even try to punch the release. If so,
don't fear, it will take time and patience. Don't give up, just remind yourself you want to be a better archer.
Sometimes it helps to say to yourself aim, aim, and aim until it fires. Eventually you will be able to hold the
pin on the target until you relax and execute. While aiming, don't be afraid of the pin not sitting perfectly still.
That will make you tense and will lose focus on aiming.
Tim Strickland coaches students that it is OK if the pin is moving. He says it is always returning back to
center. One time he told me it was like driving a car. He said, "Do you hold the steering wheel to a car
perfectly still to drive in a straight line?" When driving, the wheel is constantly being moved back and forth.
The sight pin may do the same. just relax. The more you want to hit a certain spot, the more likely you are to
become tense and force the shot.
The 3-D target can be used throughout the off season. After one week of shooting at 20 yards, move back to
25 yards. Shoot there for one more week, then move the target back only one yard per week. This will not
only help you aim and execute; it will also build a mental picture of what the 3-D target looks like at each
yardage. You can build yardage-judging instincts. When I used this routine to cure my panic I only shot 20
arrows per session.
In 3-D, we only shoot 20 arrows per day, and that's how we should practice. I have always been taught to
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practice how you play. Focus on 20 perfect shots. Practice does not make perfect! Perfect practice makes
perfect! If you want to shoot groups, do it separate from these 20 shots. if you get comfortable with this
system using the 10 ring, turn the target around and circle just the 12 ring. When the season began, I had a
target with a hole the size of a coffee cup on one side and a hole the size of a half-dollar on the other. Doctor
Relax had cured my panic.
Patience is an extremely important virtue. If you have problems learning this technique you may consider
finding a good coach. They can help find a system that will work better for you. Otherwise anyone can use
this routine to sharpen skills. I remember how good it felt in my first shoot off to be able to aim and relax in
front of few hundred people. I wish you the best of success! Good luck in the off season-use it to your
advantage. The Kidd
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Recurve 200

Recurve Bow Tuning Tips
Using bowstring materials to get the best result.
By Mike Gerard

After reading the article in the July-August
issue by George Tekmitchov, "You can't shoot
a thing if you ain't got a string," I learned a
bunch about the make-up of the string
materials on the market today. All of this
inspired me to do an article to apply all of that
great information in a different way, I wanted
to show how you can use the different string
materials to help you tune your bow. As
George pointed out, there is a veritable
plethora of materials to choose from these
days.
The goal of this article is to give you
information about how these different
materials affect the tune of your bow. I make
no attempt to say one material is better than
another. The point is that each of the
BCY 450 Premium 12 Strands
bowstring materials has its own character. Each
has its own feeling to the shot, they make different sounds, and they do change the tune on your bow
affecting arrow flight.
In the past, (sometime between fish guts and today's materials) our only method of affecting the way our
recurve bow tuned with a bowstring, was by adjusting the brace height or the number of strands in the string.
We would add strands to stiffen our arrows, or change the brace height back and forth until we reached the
desired results.
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Sometimes we would go to extremes that
would cause some sort of trade off. Most of
those trades were less than desirable.
Something like, "I got it tuned, but it sounds
like a cannon going off from the brace height
change!" Or, "I had to change my nock size
after adding two strands to the string and I can
barely get my fingers around the huge chunk of
plastic on the back of my arrow!" Yet another,
"I am now the proud owner of every serving
size and material to find one that fits my nock
size." What about, "My string is so thin that I
had to add layers to my tab to keep my fingers
from hurting!" Or my personal favorite, "I
added strands under my serving so I could let
down without having my arrow fall off the
string."
Angel Dyneema 20 Strands
Anyone heard any of these comments?
Anyone made a comment that was similar? I know I have. Let's look at the string materials available on the
market today from another angle. Each string material has some slightly different characteristics that can be
used to create desired results when it comes to tuning your bow. So what does that mean?
It means we can keep our nock size and our tab thickness the way we like it. We can keep our brace height
where our bow is quiet and stable. We can use our favorite serving materials! Can I get a cheer from the
congregation?
String Material

Mass Weight Serving Diameter
(in Grains)

BCY 450 Premium (12 Strands)

124.2

.106

Brownell Fast Flight (18Strands)

116.6

.1091

BCY Dynaflite 97 (16 Strands)

109.9

.107

Brownell Spectra 2000 (12Strands)

105.6

.102

Angel Dyneema (20 Strands)

99.7

.1001

BCY Dynaflite 97 (14 Strands)

96.2

.1001
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I have provided a table that shows a
comparison of a number of different string
materials that are popular today I used the
same serving materials on the end loops and
center serving to make the weight comparisons
accurate. The comparison on the string
diameters were measured at the nocking point
to include the serving. This left the only
difference to be the core material.
The significance of this table is that the
different weight strings will cause your bow to
act differently Each of these strings had a nice
nock fit using the same serving, but each
created different tuning effects.
The set-up used in tests:
BCY Dynaflite 97 14 Strands
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100gr. Points and large throat
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16 Strand Dynaflite 97 string.
Brownell #4 soft twist nylon
serving on the string loops.
Angel Dyneema center serving
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I then shot some fletched arrows and a bare
shaft at 18 meters with each of the strings in
the table. The series of targets show the results
with each string material. I moved my windage
and elevation on my sight with each string to
hit the middle with a fletched arrow. (OK
sometimes I was only Close). I set the nocking
point in the same place on each string accept
one. On the 450 Premium string, the bare shaft
hit low in the seven ring with the nocking point
in the same place. I had to move the nocking
point 1/16 of an inch lower to get the bare
shaft at equal elevation to my fletched arrows.
On every other string, the nock was set to an
identical position. (I have no good reason for
this strange occurrence).
Brownell Fast Flight 18 Strands
Because my arrow choice is a great match, the
results are not as dramatic as I have seen with
other setups that were not so well matched.
My indoor setup of 2312 arrows with 4"
feathers shows a more dramatic difference
because the arrow is on the stiff side. The 450
string moved the bare shaft left into the 6 ring
in comparison to Dynaflite 97!

Spectra 2000 12 Strands
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The whole point is if you are not happy with
the arrow flight and tune you have, don't be
afraid to try a different string material. You can
use the different materials available today as
another tool for your tool box when it comes
to tuning your bow! I have found more
desirable results if my arrow was on the weak
side by using a heavier string material instead
of tightening my cushion plunger until it
resembled a shock absorber on an off road race
truck!
(Hard as a rock). Conversely, the lighter
materials can help you bring a stiff arrow in to
tune without having your arrow inside center
shot or your plunger so flaccid that the tension
from your clicker will move it! if you want to
make 'em shoot straight, ya gotta make 'em fly
straight! Shoot lots of tens and I'll see you on the field. @
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Equipment Review

Target Butts
More than you wanted to know about Target Butts
By George Tekmitchov

George is a senior development engineer for
Easton Technical Products and a member of
the Hoyt international staff. He has been
known to shoot a bow, occasionally. Any
agreement between this article and the views
of his employer is pure coincidence.
Here's the true story, one that probably should
not be told, but fits the purpose of this article
pretty well. When I first picked up a bow and
arrow many years ago, I had no idea that there
was even such a thing as a target butt. I was
about 8 and my sole source of information was
a copy of Fred Bear's "Archer's Bible", which I
Saunders Matt - Old Tech Target Butts
read ... well ... religiously. I had read about
"stump shooting' and took this to mean, literally, that it was OK to go around shooting at tree stumps. After
all, when I was a kid growing up in the Adirondacks of New York, there were plenty of those around. and in
my mind, there wasn't much difference between tree stumps and trees. So I figured trees were as good as
anything for stopping arrows. (Obviously I had never seen a farm or a hay bale in my life up to that point).
So with my first bow, naturally a stickbow, and my first three arrows, naturally wood, I stalked the first
pine tree within range and had at it. After the obvious result, I decided the solution was to "borrow" a few
cotton blankets and stuff them into a cardboard box, then I covered the whole thing with plastic garbage bags.
This ended up working pretty well! Besides, it was months before my mother figured out where those
blankets had gone.
The problem of stopping arrows is as old as archery itself. For thousands of years people have used organic
materials like hay bales, bundles of straw, sand piles and the like to stop arrows without damaging them. And
in a lot of ways, many of today's target butts haven't changed much.
As carbon arrows have moved to the forefront of target archery the demands on these old materials have led
to new designs from advanced materials.
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OLD TECH TARGET BUTTS
What I call "old-tech" target butts have not
changed in literally hundreds of years. These
use rye straw, rice straw, Indian cord grass,
wood excelsior or other plant matter to make a
target butt. But while the target butts have
been pretty much the same for hundreds of
years, arrows have changed a lot. Plant material
based target marts have a big problem with
carbon arrows, not so much in stopping them,
but in releasing them at scoring time. This is
because the carbon shaft generates tremendous
friction heat as it enters the target and is
Egerton "Egertec" Matt
stopped by the target butt. This friction causes
the plant material to break down and form natural glue, which sticks tenaciously to the surface of the shaft.
SAUNDERS MATT
This is the most commonly used of the US made old tech butts. The Saunders matt is a disc wound from
Indian Cord Grass, covered in burlap. They are heavy, because they need some water content to swell the
grass fibers to stop arrows. When they have just the right combination of water content and "break in" shots
these are great, but when new they are too tight and difficult to pull arrows from and when old or too dry
they start to leak arrows like a sieve. Carbon shafts stick in these like crazy. They're relatively cheap and
heavily used in the U.S.
EGERTON "EGERTEC" MATT
Probably the oldest British made matt, the Egerton is also a disc which looks like coiled rope. Indeed, it is
made from a coil of rye grass 11 rope" which is tightly wound and stitched into a coil This is the target butt
you see in old Robin Hood movies, and it probably hasn't changed much from the time of the old Hoodster.
These marts are a little lighter than a Saunders matt, but are rock-hard, tough to pull arrows from and very
tough on arrows. Reminiscent of shooting into those pine trees. Big carbon sticking problem. Medium price.
Common in the UK and France.
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STRAMIT
Made by various vendors in Europe, but most
prominently by Jan Van Drunen, Stramit takes
a low-tech material, straw, and treats it in a
medium tech manner crushing it in a 10,000
pound steam press to create a dense, heavy
target matt that is very common in Europe.
Hard as cement and about as tough to pull
arrows from, Stramit marts are also very tough
on arrow shafts at close range. Carbon sticks in
these like you wouldn't believe. A 122 cm butt
weighs close to 250 pounds. Medium Price.
Stramit
TATAMI
These rice straw marts are common in Japan and some other parts of Asia. This is the absolute best natural
material from the standpoint of being nice to carbon shafts, with easy pull and light weight. No sticking
problem here. The downside is they don't last very long if you shoot tight groups. Low price, but you can't
find them anyplace.
EXCELSIOR
Excelsior is a material composed of shavings from soft wood. This stuff needs to be wet or at least damp to
effectively stop arrows and excelsior bales are extremely heavy in the dry state, so when wet they are
impossible to move. Common at field courses, excelsior is a good "back yard" target material because it lasts a
long time and is reasonably cheap. One problem with excelsior is that mice and rats think it's a condominium.
MEDIUM TECH TARGET BUTTS
ARO-LAST
This target butt is composed of Olefin carpet strips stacked in a compression frame, then torched with a
flame to create a black surface. This stuff is very tough, weatherproof and long lasting and also very abrasive
to arrow shafts. This material can remove the black oxide from a field point in a few shots, wear the anodize
off aluminum arrows, and scrub carbon shafts so hard that they can lose several grains of weight over a few
weeks. You cannot use carbon shafts which use outsert point designs in this target. The big models, meant
for outdoor ranges, weigh in at more than 400 pounds. On the plus side this stuff lasts a long time, requires
no maintenance and stops arrows very effectively. Expensive but pays for itself in the long term due to long
life.
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MORRELL TARGETS
Ah, now were getting someplace. The Morrell
line of target feature a rigid box stuffed with
natural cotton batting. These are terrific,
because they effectively stop arrows from just
about any poundage bow and still allow
two-finger removal. In the smaller sizes they
have a manageable weight and are fairly
weatherproof. Probably the best practice target
going. Note that you cannot use carbon shafts
which use outsert point designs in this type of
target. Medium price.
Morrell Targets
FOAM TARGET MATTS
There are a lot of these on the market, with many smaller manufacturers making one version or another. Most
use either slabs of foam or wound strips of foam.

STANLEY HIPS
This company makes a very wide variety of
foam targets for a variety of shooting styles
and at every price point. All of Stanley Hips
designs are based on the use of Dow Ethafoam,
a polyethylene foam material that is
manufactured in various densities and
thickness. Ethafoam is weatherproof and
vermin proof. Very gentle to arrow shafts. The
downside is that Ethafoam leaves a thin stringy
film on arrow shafts which must be picked off
between shots. Heavy rain can lead to pass
Stanley Hips
throughs with some of the thinner designs.
Easy to pull arrows, light weight, low to medium price depending on design. Most Hip's matts are designed
with easily replaceable cores which are relatively inexpensive.
AMERICAN WHITETAIL
This is a wound-foam matt which has become popular in the past couple of years. These were used at the
1996 Jr. World Championships, 1997 World Championships, and at the NAA Nationals over the past
couple of years. They are pretty much weather proof, very light weight, and stops arrows effectively at
FITA distances. They are gentle to arrow shafts, too. However, they are VERY difficult to pull arrows from
when new and when they get old they can leak arrows at the center. There have been a few instances of
pass-throughs in heavy rain. American Whitetail makes economical replacement cores. These matts are so
light weight, they must be staked down if there is a chance of wind.
MCKENZIE
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This famous manufacturer of life-like 3-D animal targets made the target butts used at the Olympic Games in
1996. They used a heavy density version of their urethane foam to create a very good, replaceable core target.
The McKenzie "Back Stop Target System" stops arrows effectively and can withstand up to 50,000 shots,
and is easy to pull arrows from. It is expensive and tends to leave "crumbs" of foam in the target area. A
broadhead version is also available.
DANAGE
This Danish manufacturer makes a high quality, arrow-safe matt that is unfortunately very expensive. The
Danage matt uses a combination of foam blocks which can be disassembled and a ballistic nylon tarp behind
the butt to stop arrows effectively. You only see these in Europe.
PROMAT
This product uses a nylon mesh screen in a frame backed with a synthetic cloth stopper. It works very well
when dry but arrows can blow through the stopper if it gets soaking wet. Available in various sizes and fairly
expensive, but very clean and allows two finger arrow removal.
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Ulmer's 3-D Tip

Continuing Your 3-D Education
By Randy Ulmer

As a veterinarian, I'm required to spend several days a
year attending seminars on the latest techniques and
therapies. We call it continuing education.
Archers would do well to follow the same program.
Learning shouldn't stop when you put your bow
down. In addition to shooting tournaments and
practicing at home there are many things you can do
to enhance your 3-D shooting.

You should treat your archery as you do the rest
of your life... Never Stop Learning! Do all you
can to keep an open mind to new and better
processes.

Watch videos about all aspects of the game, from
mental training to shooting form to judging yardage.
Read books about shooting technique and bow tuning.
Watch the pros shooting on TV Watch how they
prepare for a shot and how they execute. Watch their
focus. What are they paying attention to and what are
they ignoring? Continue reading magazines like
Archery Focus that have instructional articles on
ways to improve your shooting. Clip these articles,
highlight the important parts and save them for
review.
Start a fitness program. A little cardiovascular
conditioning and strength training will go a long way

to improve your scores.
Keep a journal for practice and one for tournaments. Study these notes and see if you see a pattern developing.
Do certain shots or targets always give you trouble? After you shoot a tournament, review your performance. Is
there anything you could have done differently to improve your score?
None of us got into archery to study, we got into it to shoot and have fun. But there are times when you can't
shoot, yet you want to work on your game. So, next time you're sitting at home because it's raining, try doing a
little "continuing education".
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Psychology

Making it a Routine
By Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.

Lisa Franseen received her Ph.D. degree
from the University of Montana and is a
sport psychology consultant in Denver,
Colorado. She has provided applied mental
skills training to Olympic archers during
training camps, national and international
competitions and the 1996 Olympic Games
in Atlanta. Lisa also teaches sport
psychology for Level 3 and 4 Archery
Coaching Certification Courses. While
working with the United States Olympic
Committee, she specialized in the
development of mental skills programs and
performance enhancement with elite
individual athletes and teams which
included the U.S. Archery, Swimming, Judo
and Taekwondo resident teams.
Have you ever noticed how professional
athletes go through the same sequence of movements before every attempt at shooting or hitting the ball?
Karl Malone, basketball player for the Utah jazz, dribbles the ball twice, twirls it in his hands and lines it up,
says something to himself, and shoots. I've seen one of the Rockies baseball players, whenever he is up to
bat, hit the toe of his left foot on the ground two times, does the same with his right foot, then rocks from
one foot to the other twice starting with his right foot. He brings the bat up into position, partially swings it
to get his grip tight and get the feel of it, then back into position, ready for a hit. Think about all the
professional athletes you see on television who seem to have their own random sequence of movements, or
routine, as we'll call it here: the baseball pitcher, the basketball free thrower, the golf putter, the tennis server
- the list is endless.
If these movements are not a required part of "playing the game" or competing successfully, then why do so
many athletes have a routine? It's all mental! It's a way of mentally preparing for what an athlete is about to
do, whether it's to hit a ball or shoot an arrow! The audience only sees the sequence of movements, but what
they don't see is what is occurring in the mind of the athlete. Going through the routine, the exact same one
each and every time, is actually a way of calming the mind, blocking out distractions, and synchronizing one's
breathing with physical movements. It especially helps sharpen one's focus by bringing them into the present
moment, the here-and-now, and out of the past or future.
As an archer, it you don't have a routine that you use each and every time before you shoot, it would
definitely be to your advantage to develop one today! Use your routine before every shot in practice, as well
as before every shot in competition. If you use it only in competition, it probably won't be effective. It needs
to become as much a part of your shot as the actual execution so that you do it automatically.
Many archers that I have worked with have, as part of their routine, deep breathing and imagery. As they
http://www.ArcheryFocus.com/ArcheryFocus/
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exhale completely, they focus on allowing their body to relax, and then they visualize themselves shooting a
strong shot. Others will adjust their sunglasses or their hat the same way each time, or shrug their shoulders
high before raising the bow. Others will look all around them, visually taking in the other shooters, the
targets, and the grass, and then quickly narrow their focus to include only the gold on their target. Others will
rock back and forth on their feet to get a firm stance and to feel the ground beneath their feet. Others will say
something to themselves, a cue word or positive affirmation, such as "My mind and thoughts are totally
focused on this shot, NOW." All of these rituals help to focus one's thoughts on the shot and off of more
distracting things, like opponents or scores. There are an endless number of possible routines to achieve a
focused mental state. You can take some of the suggestions here or develop your own, personal routine;
something that works just for you.
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Compound 300

Lloyd Napier Wheel System
By Larry Wise

Lloyd Napier has been a friend from my first days as a
professional archer. He designed and produced the
original Fail Safe release aids and more recently the Red
Man Bow. Although he no longer owns either
company, he continues to shoot and enjoy archery and
bow hunting.
NOCK TRAVEL

Larry Wise

Lloyd's engineering abilities and insight into the way the
compound works enabled him to develop a wheel
system that promotes proper nocking point travel
during the draw and power strokes of the bow. It's a
simple solution to the compound design problem
involving the nocking point being above the middle of
the string. if the nocking point could be in the middle of
the string, and the grip pressure point of the handle
could also be in the middle, the nocking point would
travel perpendicular to the handle, in other words,
straight back.

As we all know, this cannot be done because the arrow cannot pass through the archer's hand when it is shot.
Therefore the arrow rest is placed above the grip position and nocked above the middle of the string. The
result of this compromise is the nock not being able to travel level or straight away from the handle. At the
end of the draw stroke it is above the original line of the arrow.
NEED FOR MORE STRING ON TOP

Lloyd's solution to this situation is to allow more string to reel off the top wheel. If the correct amount of
string is reeled off the top, the nock travels straight back along the arrow's original line. On the power stroke,
after the string is released, the nock reverses its path and travels straight forward across the arrow rest
instead of down into it.
WHEEL DESIGN

The design of the top wheel differs only in the diameter of the string side. The upper wheel diameter on the
pair that I'm using is about .75 inches greater than the bottom wheel. When the wheels rotate to full draw,
about 70% of a full rotation, the top wheel reels out about 7% more string than the bottom wheel, keeping
the nock traveling perpendicular to the handle.
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CABLE SIDE

The cable sides of the wheels are exactly the
same size. They have to be in order for both
limbs to bend the same and generate the same
weight. This is the side I look at when making
my initial setting of wheel timing; since they are
the same size they look the same when the
timing is near equal.
TUNING & ARR0W FLIGHT

Tuning this wheel system is no different than
any other twowheel system. Set the nocking
point about 1/4 inch above level, center shot in
front of the string and the rest tension as you
would for any other two wheel bow. Select the
arrow size by the same method you always use
and be careful the nock fit is not too tight or too
loose.

Top - String Side

Set the timing of the wheels by twisting both cables about 20 times when installing them. Add a twist or two
to one cable so the cable sides look the same relative to their respective limbs. This is the best way to set the
initial wheel timing but does not guarantee the timing that gets the best arrow groups.
The best arrow grouping can be determined by group testing different timing settings from some medium
distance like 50 yards. I usually group test the initial setting then add one twist to the cable attached to the
top wheel and retest. Then add a second twist and retest making notes about the groupings and aiming
characteristics at each setting.
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Next, remove those twists and repeat the process
to the other cable. After testing these five settings
reset the cables to the setting that gave the best
grouping. Make a final test of the timing by
overdrawing and underdrawing while group testing
from long range to see if your groups remain the
same. If not, continue to test other timing settings
and performing the under over draw test.
When setting the tiller measurements be aware
that both wheels are not the same size. Since the
top wheel is larger in diameter the top limb tiller
measurement needs to be slightly larger. How
much depends on the difference in radii of the two
wheels. A simple way to measure tiller on this
system and on one-cam bows, is to attach a string
line between the axles and use it as a measuring
reference. This eliminates the need to find the
difference between the two wheel sizes.
This wheel system is a great innovation for two
Bottom - String Side
wheel bows and will be seen on more and more
bows in the coming years. I have found its advantages most evident when shooting all-carbon arrows which
group and fly exceptionally well from this system.
Shoot straight, keep well ... Larry Wise
The third edition of Tuning Your Compound Bow is being released this month. It contains over 100 new
illustrations and new chapters. It is available from Target Communications and from Larry Wise, RR#3, Box
678, Mifflintown, PA 17059 for $12 plus $1.50 for shipping and handling.
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Recurve 300

Bow Grips....
Getting the right feel.
By Don Rabska

Don Rabska

Having the correct fit and feeling of your bow hand in the grip is
as important to good shooting as a proper fitting finger tab or
release aid. This is simply because the only two things you
actually come in contact with (touch) while shooting are the grip
and the piece of equipment you have in your draw hand. When
selecting a bow grip or modifying the grip on your bow,
remember that the bow grip which came with your bow was
designed to fit the maker of the grip, not you. If it was not made
to fit the maker, then it was designed and produced as a
compilation of the ideas and recommendations from a number of
top archers. The situation being that every archer's hand is
unique to that individual, the bow grip should be made to be
comfortable and where necessary, customized, to allow for a
consistent, relaxed hand position.

Ideally, the bow hand should be positioned so the knuckles of the bow hand are at an approximate 45-degree
angle to the vertical plane of the riser. This position keeps the grip pressure on the thumb pad portion of the
hand, located directly between the first joint of the thumb (joint closest to the palm) and the "life line" of the
palm. The reason for this recommended position is to allow the elbow of the bow arm to be rotated out more
easily (for better bone alignment) and for the line of force (force vector) to run along the radial bone of the
bow arm. This does not mean that slight modifications of this position are wrong, but this is the most
recommended position for the majority of archers and usually the best biomechanical location.
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Maintaining a relaxed bow hand is very
important due to the possibility of producing
"torque" in the bow. Any induced torque will
adversely effect the bow and the arrows
impact.
Always remember, the last influence you have
over the shot, once the bowstring is released, is
the bow arm and bow hand. It is easier to
consistently reproduce relaxation than tension.
A bow grip, which allows for a relaxed bow
hand position, throughout the shot, will
produce the most consistent results. The bow
must be allowed to perform undisturbed. The
bow grip must allow the archer to not only
have the exact same bow hand position on
every shot, but it must also allow for this
relaxed position under any physical or
environmental conditions.

Ideal Bow Hand Pressure Point

Often times the bow grip may allow for a relaxed hand position in practice, under calm, low stress
conditions, but not when facing the stress of competition. Stress produces hand perspiration (sweaty hands)
as does high temperatures. When this occurs, it is often necessary to increase bow hand tension to keep the
hand from slipping "out" of the grip. If the hand starts slipping, the archer must make corrections,
consciously or subconsciously to keep from losing their normal hand position. Increased hand tension results
in increased bow torque and variations in arrow impact, one of the main causes of archers shooting lower
competition scores than practice scores.
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Ways to test proper grip position:
Here are a few ways of testing your grip contour and hand position
to see if it is sufficient to minimize any adverse influence over the
bow (bow torque) during the shot. First, consider that the grip has
two half's the left side and right side, by bisecting the grip vertically
down the middle. information on the left and right side balance of the
grip will be discussed further on in this article.
Next, you will want to test your grip by getting close to the target
(approximately 5 meters) and shoot your bow with your normal grip
position. Now, rather than aiming at the target with your bow sight,
(but making certain you will hit the target) simply watch the long
front stabilizer and observe the direction that the stabilizer moves as
the bow leaves the bow hand during the shot. Shoot many times to be
certain how the bow reacts and if it reacts consistently.
If the stabilizer kicks to the right (for a right hand archer, opposite for
left hand archers), this usually means that there is too much grip
pressure on the left side of the grip, i.e. the grip is too high on that
side. If the stabilizer kicks to the left (again for right hand archers), it
Stabilizer kicks to the left.
most likely means there is unequal pressure (greater height) on the
(Recommendations are for right
right side of the grip. Keep in mind that the bow hand must be well
hand shooters. Left handed
relaxed so not to influence the test. When the stabilizer leaves the
shooters are the opposite.)
hand directly toward the target (disregarding up or down motions in
the stabilizer), the grip is most likely correct for your shooting style.
Another way of identifying a properly contoured grip is to pour water, or even a little cooking oil on the grip
while fully relaxing the bow hand. If the grip allows you to keep your bow hand position without the hand
wanting to slip out of the grip, but only slipping vertically toward the grip throat (pivot point), that is a
good sign that the grip is "neutral", i.e. the pressure is equalized on each side of the grip. Take care not to
allow the bow to slip out of your hand as severe injury may occur.
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Modifications to standard grips for a customized fit.
For those archers interested in customizing their bow grip for a better
fit, here are a few ideas that should help. For all "full plastic" grips, it
is usually a good idea to remove material at the top left (all comments
in this section are for right handers, opposite for left hand archers) of
the grip where the knuckle of the first finger contacts the grip. There
is often too much material in this location on most standard factory
grips. This "extra" material impedes the ability to easily position the
hand at the recommended 45-degree angle.
The next step for most men and some women with medium to large
hands is to open or increase the radius at the pivot point. Most of the
factory grips have a fairly narrow radius which often "pinches" the
web of the bow hand. The narrow radius forces the webbing of the
bow hand to fold over producing a sore spot in the skin of the hand
between the thumb and first finger. Start removing material at the top
of the radius, i.e. the part of the grip located directly below the arrow
shelf, working your way down the radius creating a more rounded
pivot point area. I use a medium wood rasp for most of the
contouring work.
Stabilizer kicks to the right.
(Recommendations
are for right
If you find the bow hand slips out of the grip when you try to relax
hand shooters. Left handed
the hand, this often means that there is too much material on the left
half, i.e. the side you are slipping toward. This may seem opposite to shooters are the opposite.)
what one might normally think as it is common for archers to start removing material on the right half cut a
section of Hockey puck to the same width. Also, this gradual radius should have the highest point "peak"
just to the left of center (again for right hand archers, opposite for left hand archers).
This is done in an attempt to equalize the "natural" torque every archer produces when shooting. Because we
cannot draw the bowstring directly down the middle of the bow arm (at least not without a very unique and
extremely painful operation), we all produce some natural torque by creating a triangle between the bow
shoulder, anchor point and bow hand. This triangle induces a small degree of torque that can be compensated
for in the grip and is the main reason for making the modifications discussed above.
Until next time, Good Shooting!
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Tournament News

3-D Tournament Results
IBO - NABH - ASA

Susan Thompson, One of the most Consistent
shooters on tour.
IBO RESULTS
IBO World Championships
Men Open Pro
David Stepp 386 198
Shannon Caudle 385 194
Randy Ulmer 390 193
Men Senior Pro
Frank Carr 377 194
George Dixon 382 192
Jim Willard 381 189
Men Limited Pro
Rodney Huffman 353 169
Jesse Moorehead 349 159
Toney Conques 340 158
Women Pro
Sherry Bumbarger 351 177

IBO's National Triple Crown Champion, Johnny
Healthand APA's Rookie of the Year and writer for
Archery Focus, John Dudley.

Brandi Boggs 375 176
Kelly Ward 352 166
1998 IBO Triple Crown Champions
Men Pro Johnny Heath
Women Pro Susan Thompson
Senior Pro George Dixon Jr.
Limited Pro Bryan J. Marcum
NABH RESULTS
NABH World Championships
Men Open Pro
Collen Boothe 494
Randy Ulmer 487
Jeff Hopkins 485
Men Senior Pro
George Dixon 480
Randall Jones 477
Ron Smart 445
Men Limited Pro
Rodney Huffman 450
Bryan J. Marcum 421
Tony Conques 414
Women Pro
Susan Thompson 446
Laurie Watson 441
joella Presson 431
1998 NABH Shooters of the Year
Men Pro Jeff Hopkins
Women Pro Darla Owen
Senior Pro George Dixon Jr.
Limited Pro Rodney Huffman
ASA RESULTS
The ASA World Championships
Men Open Pro
Jeff Hopkins 590
Pete Works 585
Allen Conner 582
Men Senior Pro
Randall Jones 541
George Pharis 537
Oris Hall 528
Men Limited Pro

Jesse Morehead 454
Buddy Durr 452
Rodney Huffman 433
Women Pro
Susan Thompson 511
Hollie Heath 508
joella Presson 496
1998 ASA Shooters of the Year
Men Pro Jeff Hopkins
Women Pro Laurie Watson
Senior Pro George Dixon Jr.<BR Limited Pro Buddy Durr

Tournament News

Junior World Championships, Sunne, Sweden
A Pround Parent's Perspective
July 21 - 26, 1998
By Preston M. Heller

Sunne, Sweden, a small country town, located several
hundred kilometers north of Stockholm, was the site of
the 1998 FITA junior World Championships this past
July. The beautiful shooting venue, set next to a large
fresh water lake, was ringed with flags of the thirty nine
countries in attendance. Over two hundred fifty archers
and coaches attended, making this the largest Junior
World's ever. High praise is due the committee in charge
of organizing and running the tournament for a fantastic
job all the way around

Adam Wheatcroft
Brought home two Gold Medals.
Korea took home seven medals, with their
recurve teams turning in excellent
performances. JinHyuk Oh, ByungYoung
Jeon, and Ji -Soo Park went one, two, three in
the men's division and Nam-Soon Kim and
Joon-Yeong Heo were one, two in the
women's. In a field of eighty-eight archers,
Junior Sizemore and Brad Fiala did very well,
placing 15th and 16th respectively Rounding
out the U.S. Men's team were Mike Czech
(38th) and Phillip Accetturo (49th). The U.S.
Women's recurve team, comprised of Angela
Moscarelli (25th), Cherie Jones (34th), Leah
Clawson (35th) and Karen Scavotto (46th),
also had a good showing.

U.S. archers continued their domination in the
compound category, with Adam Wheatcroft taking
the individual Gold and Walter Ruchniewski the
Bronze. Caleb Heller finished 7th and Nick Risinger
placed 22nd.
In addition, the men's team of Wheatcroft,
Ruchniewski and Heller took the Gold medal in the
team round, while setting two FITA world records!
Ashley Kamut took home the women's Gold and
Mary Zorn the Bronze. Christie Bisco finished 8th
and Katelyn Kuchenbrod was 12th. The women's
team of Kamuf, Zorn, and Bisco completed the medal
fest by taking home the Silver

Ashely Kamuf
Sealed the title of Junior World Champion
with her awesome shooting performance.

Korean Juniors

Collectively, the Korean Juniors took home seven
medals with their recurve team.
We have every reason to be quite proud of our
entire team. They exhibited great
sportsmanship at all times and were a joy to
watch, especially during the team competition.
They cheered for each other and truly functi d
as a team, both on the field and off. Not to be
forgotten are our terrific coaches. Lloyd Brown
(whose blood pressure, I am positive, never
gets above 120/80), Cindy Gilbert-Bevilacqua
and Bob Romero (two of the most
understanding, smiling and supportive coaches
I have ever seen) and Marty Swanson, our
diligent team manager. All worked tirelessly
The US Team celebrates their victories!
with the team members to help achieve these
great results, and we owe them a sincere debt of gratitude.
Complete results and scores from this event are available at the NAAs web site, www.usarchery.org. Their
web site is extensive and informative, and I strongly recommend a visit.
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Men's Compound
1. Adam Wheatcroft USA 113
2. Grega Emerstc: Slovenia 109
3. Walter Ruchniewski USA 113
Women's Compound
1. Ashley Kamuf USA 93
2. Maja Marcen Slovenia 87
3. Mary Zorn USA 109
Men's Recurve
1. Jin-Hyuk Kim Korea 116
2. Byung-YoungJeon Korea 109
3. Ji-Soo Park Korea 110
Women's Recurve
1. Nam-Soon Kim Korea 97
2. Yoon-Jeong Heo Korea 84
3. Ziaoying Zhang China 101
Men's Team Compound
United States 245
Sweden 242
Canada 242
Women's Team Compound
France 246
United States 235
Slovenia 236
Men's Team Recurve
Korea 248
Italy 232
Ukraine 232
Women's Team Recurve
China 235
Korea 232
Taiwan 231
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NAA National Championships, Canton, MI
August 2nd - 8th, 1998
By Denise Parker

This year's National Championships was filled
with excitement. if the excitement didn't come
from the shooting, it was provided by the
weather. Flash floods played havoc on the
shooters at the long half of the second FITA,
and even pushed tournament officials to
actually postpone the final day's shooting for a
full day, something that 1, as well as many
others, had never had happen in FITA
competition. There is no doubt that this story
will live forever through the "Tales of '98
Nationals".

The boats finally docked!
But not all the excitement came from the
weather. There were many close finishes this
year. Probably the most exciting was the race
for the recurve Men's Champion title. A battle
was definitely taking place between, Butch
Johnson, three-time National Champion, Vic
Wunderle, Collegiate National Champion,
Justin Huish, 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist
and Jason McKittrick and Shane Parker, who
have both had tremendous years. Almost all
had their moment on top, but when it came to
the end, Wunderle pulled out his first ever
Senior National Championship title with a
total score of 2,634 just edging out McKittrick
who finished with 2,632. Huish came in a close
third with 2,627. It is really amazing how close
these shooters were after four days of
competition.
Karen Scavatto

Matt Cleland

Janet Dykman

In the women's recurve division, Janet
Dykinan ran away with her third straight title
finishing with a score of 2,615. There was also
quite a battle brewing for first and second in
the Men's Compound division. Matt Cleland
and Roger Hoyle traded the top position back
and forth through the four days until Cleland
claimed the spot for good with a final of 2,760.
Hoyle finished with a score of 2,757.

Sally Wunderle

After the first FITA in the Women's
Compound division, Sally Wunderle sat in
fourth place. Little did her competitors know
that Wunderle was about to start on fire.
Wunderle turned in a new World Record round
of 1,383 to win her second National Title in a
convincing fashion.

Congratulations to all the winners and until next year ... keep practicing!
NAA NATIONALS RESULTS
Men's Compound
1. Matt Cleland Ohio 2760
2. Roger Hoyle Utah 2757
3. Pete Swanney Massachusetts 2723
Women's Compound
1. Sally Wunderle Illinois 2733
2. Tara Swanney Massachusetts 2703
3. Jamie Lee Van Natta Michigan 2692
Men's Recurve
1. Victor Wunderle Illinois 2634
2. Jason McKittrick Indiana 2632
3. Justin Huish California 2627
Women's Recurve
1. Janet Dykinan California 2615
2. Denise Parker Utah 2581
3. Ruth Rowe Virginia 2548
FITA OLYMPIC ROUND RESULTS
Men's Compound
1. Roger Hoyle USA 118
2. Matt Cleland USA 116
3. Christopher Hansen USA 114
Women's Compound
1. Sally Wunderle USA 114

2. Ashley Kamuf USA 112
3. Tara Swanney USA 116
Men's Recurve
1. Victor Wunderle USA 112
2. Barry Weinperl USA 109
3. Richard Johnson USA 111
Women's Recurve
1. Elif Altinkaynak TRK 114
2. Natalia Nasaridze TRK 109
3. Wenche-Lin Hess NOR 109

